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'LIIHUHQWLDWLRQLV
DVHTXHQFHRIFRPPRQVHQVHGHFLVLRQV
PDGHE\WHDFKHUV
ZLWKDVWXGHQWILUVWRULHQWDWLRQ

Adam Hoppe, 2010

Ens uring an environment that actively s upports students
i n the work of learning (mindset, connections, community),

Abs olute clarity a bout a powerful learning destination—
(KUDs , engagement, understanding),
Pers istently knowing where students are i n relation
to the destination all along the way,
Adjusting teaching to make sure each student
a rri ves at the destination (and, when possible,
moves beyond it),
Effective l eadership & ma nagement of flexible classroom routines.

Big Idea
of Differentiation:

Responding to
Readiness,
Interest,
Learning Profile

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Instructional strategies are
tools for attending to the
learning needs of students.
When a teacher is clear about
l earning targets and has good
a s sessment information to
i ndicate students’ varied positions
rel ative to those targets, THEN
i t’s ti me to decide which
i nstructional tool is the best fit
for the students’ needs, the
pa rticular learning goals, and
the cl assroom context.

What’s the Point?
R eadiness

Interest

Learning
Profile

Growth

M otivation

Efficiency

Teachers at Work:

Responding to
Student
Readiness
Needs
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Readiness
IS:

•a s tudent’s
proxi mity to
s pecified learning
goa ls.
•A s tudent’s position
rel ative to the task at
ha nd.

IS NOT:
•A s ynonym for ability
or IQ
or potential

•Fi xed

•Fl uid.

Front-Loading Vocabulary
WHAT?

• Teach the few vocab words on
which the topic pivots (6-8)
• Teach them before the unit
begins (to students who need
them)
• Keep them in plain sight
throughout the unit
• Refer to them often during the
unit and afterwards as relevant
• Teach root words and derivatives
as possible

WHO?

• English language learners
• Students with learning disabilities
• Students who have trouble with
words
• Students who benefit from direct
instructional contact with the
teacher
• Students with generally weak
academic vocabulary
• Students who don’t know the
words on the pre-assessment

Small group
instruction
can be a
powerful way to
differentiate!

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Electricity
Description

Kinds of Electricity

Electricity is one kind of energy
.

There are two kinds of electricity, static and current.
Static electricity is on electric charge that does not
move.
Current electricity is the movement of electrons.

Electric Circuits
There are two kinds of electric circuits
A series circuit is one in which current can
follow only one path
A parallel circuit is one in which current can
follow more than one path.

Using Electricity

Producing Electricity
A generator is a machine that changes mechanical energy into electrical energy.
A dry cell uses a chemical paste, carbon rod, and.
zinc to produce a flow of electrons.
A wet cell uses acid and water, which reacts with
metal plates, to produce a flow of electrons.

Measuring Electricity

Electricity is an important source of light
The amount of electricity used is measured in
and heat.
kilowatt-hours.
Electrical energy can be changed to
Note: Basic format Perceptions and Strategies,” by M.W.Olson and
mechanical energy.
T.C. Gee, 1991. The Reading Teacher, 45(4), 298-307 Copyright
Fuses and circuit breakers are safety devices 1991 by the International Reading Association Teaching Reading
in Science by Barton and Jordan
designed to help use electricity safely.

Sedimentary

Igneous
g

Metamorphic
Rock Log
Sort your samples. Draw each sample in the
correct column. Write a description that
tells color, texture and other characteristics
about the rock.

Sedimentary

The class does the
same activity, but
more guidance is
given for those who
may need it.

Look at Sample #_ _ _
Y ou may see small
particles of rock and
other materials. The
particles may look
rounded. Y ou may
see layers in some
rocks.

Igneous

Metamorphic

Look at Sample #_ __ Look at Sample #__
Y ou may see large
These rocks may
crystals in some of
have crystals or
these rocks.
layers. They are
Others will not have
formed from other
crystals, but you
rocks that have
will see air holes.
been changed by
Some may look like
heat and pressure
glass. There are no
layers.

Created by Meri-Lyn Stark
Elementary Science Coordinator
Park City School District

The precipitous incline of the tortuous cliff
rendered dubious their unhampered descent.
Translate/verify
Practice (choral read, eyes closed, volunteers)
Define individual words
Test—your sentence plus…
today’s sentences plus…

The prodigious prestidigitator purloined the
prestige of the pulchritudinous psychic by
prognosticating through a presentiment
the popular proclivities for the preeminent
political pursuant.
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Articles on a broad range of non-fiction topics that are in the news, including:
War & peace
Law
Kids
Health
Science
Arts
Money
Sports
Common Core aligned
High interest
5 reading levels for every article
Can automatically assign articles to students based on formative assessments
Provides for article annotation & student collaboration
Teachers can track students’ progress over time

A free collection of poems, short stories, articles,
documents, and excerpts from classical
literature organized around themes kids
love to discuss.
Each theme is accompanied by essential
questions.
• Teachers propose the texts.
• Commonlit negotiates with copyright holders,
• Creates multiple versions of each text at
several lexiles.
• Classifies by theme.
• Creates discussion questions.
Whole class can read and discuss in common
with the text at varied levels of difficulty.
Focused at middle school level.
Non-profit.

“Created by teachers, for teachers.”

Re-Wordify
Type in, or copy & paste, difficult text—a sentence or a whole chapter.
Re-wordify “translates” the text into a more understandable version.
Word for word.
Highlights changed words and corresponding definitions.
Modest options for changing how the program displays translations.
“Learning sessions actively teach words, moving students along when ready.
Uses hear-type-read approach.
Students work on vocabulary at their own level.
Teachers get reports by student, class, all classes.

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Targeted to
R, I, LP
Based on
Assessment

SESSION 2

Student Choice Tasks

Interest
Student Goals

PATTERN FOLDERS

New
Exploratory

MONDAY 25 MAY 2015

Students look for themes in a text, label the pockets in a manila folder with the themes,
and write related evidence from the text to illustrate the theme. The goal is to help them
identify and support the importance/relevance of key themes in text.
How might the assignment be differentiated for varied needs of students in a class—all
of whom need to develop this skill but who work at different readiness levels?

From The Teaching Channel < https :/ / www.teachingchannel.org/ videos / liter ary- analys is -t ool>

Highlighted Texts
About 15% of a chapter—e.g.
Introduction
Conclusion
Critical passages
Key graphics
Intended for English language learners
Also helpful for students:
with ADHD
with learning disabilities
who have difficulty making meaning
who are weak readers
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1. As students work on an assignment, systematically go around the room and
spot-check their work—looking for patterns in misunderstanding or gaps
in knowledge or skill.
2. Make a quick note of issues you see and students who are having those issues.
3. If you see a problem that’s recurring as many as four or five times, call for a
mini-workshop.
4. Ask students to stop working and give you their attention.
5. Tell them that as you’ve been observing their work, you see one problem that
a number of students are having—and describe the problem/issue.
6. Tell students they’ll be able to succeed with their work more readily if you can
help them with the problem.
7. Ask them to come to a place in the room that you designate and to sit with you
on the floor for a minute to clear up the problem.
8. Feel free to issue invitations to some students if needed.
9. Hold the discussion—generally for about 3 minutes.
10. Remind students going and coming to shift their
positions so that others are not interrupted in their
work.

What does this
very brief clip
have to do with
differentiation?

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/give-students-think-timenea?utm_source=Teaching+Channel+Newsletter&utm_campaign=9fa4b9a1f9Newsletter_July_19_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_23c3feb22a-9fa4b9a1f9-291273533

Large

Tepid
Linda Eiler
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Reading Homework Coupon
Name:
Date:
 Please ask your child to tell you
the story in the book he or she brought
home today by looking at the pictures.

Reading Homework Coupon
Name:
Date:
 Please echo read the book your
child brought home. (Echo reading
means you read a line, then your child
reads or echoes the same line.)
 Ask your child to show you some
words in the story he or she recognizes.

Reading Homework Coupon
Name:
Date:
 Ask your child to read with
expression as if he or she were reading
to entertain someone,
 Ask your child to give you several
reasons why he or she likes (or dislikes)
the book.
 Have your child tell you what
feelings the character in the book has.
Ask for evidence from the book.

Reading Homework Coupon
Name:
Date:
 Ask your child to read with a
different voice for each character
 After the reading, ask how your
child decided on how his/her voice could
help you know the various characters
better.
 Ask your child to tell you which
character would be most fun to spend
time with. Ask for reasons for his/her
choice.

MONDAY 25 MAY 2015

SESSION 2

Adapted from Managing A Diverse Classroom by Carol Cummings - by Tom linson ‘02

Varied Homework

Sure you can check
homework when kids
do varied tasks!!

Homework Checkers

Background:

This is a process for checking multiple homework assignments simultaneously
in a classroom so that the teacher feels free to differentiate homework as
necessary to address particular student learning needs.
Steps:
1. The teacher checks to make sure each student has completed assigned
homework
2. Students who hav e not completed the assignment work in a designated
area of the room to complete the assignment (teacher floats to provide
guidance/feedback
3. Students who completed the HW work in groups of 4 to check all 4 sets for
agreement/disagreement
4. All students mark each answer for agreement/disagreement as well as
explanations of why an answer is wrong and how to make it right
5. Students sign indicating agreement, staple set of 4 together, turn in
6. Teacher spot checks, “grades” one per set

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Movie Time….
In this Brief Clip, Look For:
How the teacher deals w i th di fferent levels of
know ledge and ski ll w hile sti ll ensuring that all
students deal w i th key understandi ngs.
The degree to w hi ch the task i s li kely to seem
“respectful” to students.

27:10-29:30

As a result of this lesson,
students should:
Know:
Counting
More/Less
Understand:
I can talk about how I am
thinking.
I can make a plan to help me
count things.
Be Able to:
Count
Show results
Explain a plan f or counting

Grade K
Counting (Skill)
Counting/Math Center
Task 1 Find a way to count and show
how many people are in our class
today.
How did you get your answer?
Task 2 Find a way to show how many
people are in our class.
How many absent today?
How many are here today?
How do you know?
Task 3 Find a way to show how many
boys are in our class today.
How many boys are absent today?
How many girls are here today?
How many girls are absent today?
Prove you are right.

Which of these strategies
could you use to help
students of varied readiness
levels succeed in your class
or school?
What kinds of learners would
benefit from the strategies?

What questions do you have
about using the strategy?

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Teachers at Work:

Responding to
Student
Interests

Interest
Personal Interests/Passions (Strengths)

Culturally/Experientially Relevant
Generically Interesting
Teacher Interests/Passions
Opens the way to emerging interests

Word Jars
Words that tickle my ears!

Words that make me feel smart!

Words that warm my heart!

Words I’ve heard someone say!

Words that make me wonder!

Words that can calm my ears!

Janet Allen (1999) Words, Words, Words, • Stenhouse • p. 146
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Spending A Million Dollars on My Dream: Tapping Interest in Math
2% 1%1%
3%
4%

45%

5%
10%

24%

I found out a million dollars is a lot
of money. I was able to buy 8
horses instead of 4. This project
taught me a lot about horse farms
and about math.
5 th grade math project by Clara Hockman in
Teaching Reading in Social Studies, Science,
& Math by Laura Robb, New York:
Scholastic, 2003, p. 174.

Category

Total

Fraction

Decimal

Land
(40 acres)

$240,000

240,000
1,000,000

0.240000

24%

Building
Materials

$450,000

450,000
1,000,000

0.45000

45%

8 Horses

$40,000

40,000
1,000,000

0.040000

4%

Farm
Equipment

$100,000

100,000
1,000,000

0.100000

10%

Food
$20,000
(initial setup)

20,000
1,000,000

0.020000

2%

Horse
Supplies

$50,000

50,000
1,000,000

0.050000

5%

Farrier, Vet

$16,000

16,000
1,000,000

0.016000

1.6%

Percent

2 Farm Hands $30,000
Trainer

$40,000

Utilities

$10,000

Insurance

$4,000

Student Interest Impacts Algebra Performance
Using personalized math problems not only made it easier for students to
understand what was being asked, but also helped boost the confidence of
students who may have been intimidated by the subject.

A researcher at SMU surveyed 145 9th graders about their interests in areas
such as sports, music, and movies. Then she randomly assigned them to take
the linear-equation unit either receiving standard word problems or one of
four variations tailored to their interests.
Students who received personalized word problems solved them faster,
more accurately, and with more confidence than students who received the
standard questions, particularly when it came to translating the story
scenarios into symbolic equations. Strongest gains were found for students
who were struggling most before the personalization.

Sparks, S. (2012, Sept. 25). Studies find payoff in “personalizing” algebra. Education Week,
32(5), pp. 1, 14-15.

Interest-Based Differentiation Results in Math Achievement Gains
Original Problem
One method for estimating the cost of new home construction is based on the
proposed square footage of the home. Locally, the average cost per square foot is
estimated to be $46.50.
Sports
You are working at the ticket office for a college football team. Each
ticket to the first home football game costs $46.50.
Music
You are helping to organize a concert where some local R&B artists will be
performing. Each ticket to the concert costs $46.50.
Art
You have been working for the school yearbook, taking pictures and designing
pages, and now it’s time for the school to sell the yearbooks for $46.50 each.
Games
You work for a Best Buy store that is selling the newest Rock Band game for
$46.50.

SOURCE: Candace A. Walkington, Southern Methodist University
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• The teacher presents one, two, or three options for format and/or mode

of expressing learning.
• Students can propose alternate avenues for teacher consideration/approval.
• Student-proposed options must demonstrate competence with the same
learning goals delineated in the original task assignment.

I WA N T TO KNOW

Name: _____________________________

M y Question or Topic is: _________________________________________
To find out about it, I w ill:

I w ill
draw :

I w ill
read:

I w ill
need:

I w ill
w rite:

I w ill look
at/ listen
to:

How I will share what I learned is:
____________________________

____________________________
I will finish by: ________________________

____________________________

Using a Strength to Support a Weakness
One Example

100% Me poems
I’m 9% math
10% soccer
4% science
2% clean locker
I’m 21% wilderness
6% blue
I’m 6% braces
And 2% shoe
I’m 33% smiles 3% brown hair
4% pineapple
I’m very rare!

Kelsey—Grade 6

In Practical Poetry: A Non-Standard Approach to Meeting Content-Area Standards
By Sara Holbrook (2005), Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, p. 79
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Nancy Brittle’s
English students
& their
“parallel” odysseys

Which of these strategies
could be helpful to address the
the range of student interests
in your class or school?
What kinds of learners would
benefit from the strategies?
What other strategies do you
already use to address
student interests?

What questions do you have
about using the strategies?

Teachers at Work:

Responding to
Student
Learning
Profile

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Learning Profile

IS:

•Related to how we take in
& process information
•An umbrella term
learning style
intelligence preference
culture
gender

ISN’T:
•Fixed

•“Singular”
•A synonym for learning
style

•Fluid

Be wary of the reliability
& v alidity of survey instruments that claim to identify learning styles.
Know that the same person will
learn dif ferently in different
contexts.
Concentrate on:
(1) Options/choices for
processing & demonstrating
essential content,
(2) Helping students know
themselves as learners so
they make wise decisions
about how to approach learning
tasks—as well as when &
how to approach their work.

During Silent Reading/Work Time:
Students could:
• Work at their desks,
• Lie on carpet squares around the perimeter of
the room,
--Heads toward the front of the room
--Two square rule

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Synthesis Groups Task Card
(Groups of 5 comprised of students with different expressive
strengths.)
Please work with your synthesis group during today’s class to:
1) Review and agree on what you believe is the key understanding or principle
that best reveals the meaning of (makes sense of, is the punch line for) the
unit on the circulatory system.
2) Find at least four ways/modes to express that key understanding or principle in relation
to the contents of the unit.
3)
•
•
•

Be sure each mode of expression:
makes clear what the key understanding or principle is,
illustrates how to make sense of what we have been studying,
accurately shows how key knowledge and skills come together to form an
understanding.

4) Be ready to present your own work in two minutes or under.
5) Be sure everyone in your group can interpret everyone else’s work effectively.

BOOK REPORT/
BOOK REVIEW VS
. Visual images, printed text, soundtrack

Words

To analyze or critique a book
Teacher is typically the audience

To introduce or “sell” the book to a
real audience
Or to dev elop a scene that w asn’t in
the book but might hav e been

Uses pen/paper or w ord processing

Seldom includes intermediate
input from teacher

Begin w ith storyboards (need teacher
approv al to proceed)
Uses i-Movies, digital video cameras,
or v ideo cameras

Generally work alone

Can w ork alone or with a team

Fortune Lines
Novels, plays, epic poems, music,
history & other subjects all
present a story that unfolds as
a sequence of scenes or events.
Fortune lines probe learners’
understanding of the story by
requiring them to graph a
pattern of events.
For example, the story of little Red
Riding Hood can be separated
into ten scenes:

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Little Red Riding Hood sets off from
home
Little Red Riding Hood enters woods
Little Red Riding Hood meets wolf
Little Red Riding Hood escapes from
wolf, continues through wood
Little Red Riding Hood comes to
grandma’s cottage
‘What big eyes you have’
‘What big ears you have’
‘What big teeth you have’ wolf unmasks,
pursues
Hunter enters, kills wolf
Grandma found unhurt in cupboard
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Window Forecasting

Learning Profile Science Activity

Meteorologist:

You are a meteorologist working for Channel 29
News. The show will “air” in 10 minutes with the
weekend’s forecast, but all the equipment is failing.
Look out your “windows” and use the clouds to
predict the weather forecast for the local community.
You can either write your script for the news show
explaining your prediction and your reasons for the
prediction, create a poster or prop for the news show
that shows the audience what you think the weather
will do and why, or role-play the part of the
meteorologist and verbally present your forecast
predictions to the audience.
C. Strickland 07

4th Grade Science

Howard Miller

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Sternberg’s Intelligences
(Tri-Mind)

Analytical

Practical

Creativ e

Kate’s diagram explaining how a cookie is digested

Emma writing a story about the digestion of broccoli

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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A group of students practicing their skit on
the digestion of a slice of pizza

Biology – A Differentiated Lesson Using Sternberg’s
Intelligences
Learning Goals:
Know - Names of cell parts, functions of cell parts
Understand - A cell is a system with interrelated parts.
Do – Analyze the interrelationships of cell parts/functions
Present understandings in a clear, useful, interesting and fresh
way.

After whole class study of a cell, students choose one of the following sensemaking activities.

Analytical: Use a cause/effect chain or some other format you
develop to show how each part of a cell affects other parts as
well as the whole. Use labels, directional markers, and other
symbols as appropriate to ensure that someone who is pretty
clueless about how a cell works will be enlightened after they
study your work.

Sternberg/Biology (cont’d)

Practical: Look around you in your world or the broader
world f or sy stems that could serve as analogies for the cell.

Select y our best analogy (“best” most clearly matched,
most explanatory or enlightening).
Dev ise a way to make the analogy clear and visible to an
audience of peers, ensuring that they will develop clearer
and richer insights about how a cell works by sharing in
y our work.
Be sure to emphasize both the individual functions of cell
parts and the interrelationships among the parts.

Copyright 2015 Tomlinson
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Sternberg/Biology (cont’d)
Creativ e: Use unlikely stuff to depict the structure and function of the cell,
with emphasis on interrelationships among each of the parts. You should
select your materials carefully to reveal something important about the cell,
it’s parts, and their interrelationships your ahas should trigger ours.
or
Tell a story that helps us understand a cell as a system with interdependent
actors or characters, a plot to carry out, a setting, and even a potential
conflict. Use your own imagination and narrative preferences to help us
gain insights into this remarkable system.
Students share their work in a 32 format – first triads of students who
completed the same option, then triads with each of the 3 categories
represented.
This is then followed by a teacher-led, whole class discussion of cells as
systems, then a “Teacher Challenge” in which the teacher asks students to
make analogies or other sorts of comparisons between cells, cell parts, or
interrelationships and objects, photos, or examples produced by the
teacher.

Which of these strategies
could be helpful to address the
the varied ways students
in your class or school approach
learning?
What kinds of learners would
benefit from the strategies?
What other strategies do you
already use to address
students’ learning profiles?
What questions do you have
about using the strategies?

Teachers at Work:

(Doing More than One Thing at a Time)

Responding to
Student Readiness,
Interests, and
Learning Profile
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Personal Agenda*
Agenda for________
Starting date:_____

Special Instructions

Task

____
Complete an animation
showing how a volcano works
____
Read your personal choice
biography
____
Practice adding fractions by
completing number problems and
word problems on pages 101-106
of the workbook
____
Complete research for an
article on why volcanoes are where
they are for our science newsletter.
Write the article and have the
editor review it with you
____
Complete at least 2 spelling
cycles.

Tomlinson

•

Be sure to show scientific accuracy

•
•

Keep a reading log of your progress
Come to the teacher or a friend for
help if you get stuck

•

Watch your punctuation and spelling!
Don’t let them hurt your great skill at
organizing ideas.

*Remember to complete your daily planning log
*Remember I’ll call you for conferences and instructions sometimes

Novel Think Tac-Toe
advanced version

Theme

Setting

Character

Directions: Select and complete one activity from each horizontal row to help you and others
think about your novel. Remember to make your work thoughtful, original, insightful, and
elegant in expression.
Write a bio-poem about yourself and
another about a main character in the
book so your readers see how you
and the character are alike and
different. Be sure to include the most
important traits in each poem.

A character in the book is being
written up in the paper 20 years after
the novel ends. Write the piece.
Where has life taken him/her? Why?
Now, do the same for yourself 20
years from now. Make sure both
pieces are interesting feature articles.

You’re a “profiler.” Write and illustrate
a full and useful profile of an
interesting character from the book
with emphasis on personality traits
and mode of operating. While you’re
at it, profile yourself too.

Research a town/place you feel is
equivalent to the one in which the
novel is set. Use maps, sketches,
population and other demographic
data to help you make comparisons
and contrasts.

Make a model or a map of a key
place in your life, and in important
one in the novel. Find a way to help
viewers understand both what the
places are like and why they are
important in your life and the
characters’.

The time and place in which people
find themselves and when events
happen shape those people and
events in important ways. Find a way
to convincingly prove that idea using
this book.

Find out about famous people in
history or current events whose
experiences and lives reflect the
essential themes of this novel. Show
us what you’ve learned.

Create a multi-media presentation
that fully explores a key theme from
the novel. Use at least 3 media (for
example painting, music, poetry,
photography, drama, sculpture,
calligraphy, etc.) in your exploration.

Find several songs you think reflect
an important message from the book.
Prepare an audio collage. Write an
exhibit card that helps your listener
understand how you think these
songs express the book’s meaning.

Know: theme, setting, characterization Do: Relate elements of fiction to their own lives.
Understand: Good fiction is often about the reader too. Good fiction helps readers try on different lives.

Novel Think-Tac-Toe

basic version

Theme

Setting

Character

Directions: Select and complete one activity from each horizontal row to help you and others
think about your novel. Remember to make your work thoughtful, original, accurate, and
detailed.
Create a pair of collages that
compares you and a character from
the book. Compare and contrast
physical and personality traits. Label
your collages so viewers understand
your thinking

Write a bio-poem about yourself and
another about a main character in the
book so your readers see how you
and the characters are alike and
different. Be sure to included the
most important traits in each poem.

Write a recipe or set of directions for
how you would solve a problem and
another for how a main character in
the book would solve a problem.
Your list should help us know you and
the character.

Draw/paint and write a greeting card
that invites us into the scenery and
mood of an important part of the
book. Be sure the verse helps us
understand what is important in the
scene and why.

Make a model or map of a key place
in your life, and an important one in
the novel. Find a way to help viewers
understand both what the places are
like and why they are important in
your life and the characters’.

Make 2 timelines. The first should
illustrate and describe at least 6-8
shifts in settings in the book. The
second should explain and illustrate
how the mood changes with the
change in setting.

Using books of proverbs and/or
quotations, find at least 6-8 that you
feel reflect what’s important about the
novel’s theme. Find at least 6-8 that
do the same for your life. Display
them and explain your choices.

Interview a key character from the
book to find out what lessons he/she
thinks we should learn from events in
the book. Use a Parade magazine
for material. Be sure the interview is
thorough.

Find several songs you think reflect
an important message from the book.
Prepare an audio collage. Write an
exhibit card that helps your listener
understand how you think these
songs express the book’s meaning.

Know: theme, setting, characterization Do: Relate elements of fiction to their own lives.
Understand: Good fiction is often about the reader too. Good fiction helps readers try on different lives.
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R.A.F.T.
Role
Audience
Format
Topic

RAFTs can…
• Be differentiated in a variety
of ways: readiness level,
learning profile, and/or
student interest
• Be created by the students
or Incorporate a blank row
for that option
• Be used as introductory
“hooks” into a unit of study
• Keep one column consistent
while varying the other
columns in the RAFT grid

RAFT:
ROLE

AUDIENCE

FORMAT

TOPIC
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Sample RAFT Strips

History

Science

Language Arts

Role

Math

MONDAY 25 MAY 2015

Semicolon

Audience

Format

Topic

Middle School

Diary Entry

I Wish You Really
Understood Where I Belong

N.Y. Times

Public

Op Ed piece

How our Language Defines
Who We Are

Huck Finn

Tom Sawyer

Note hidden in a
tree knot

A Few Things You Should
Know

Rain Drop

Future Droplets

Advice Column

The Beauty of Cycles

Lung

Owner

Owner’s Guide

To Maximize Product Life

Rain Forest

John Q. Citizen

Paste Up
“Ransom” Note

Before It’s Too Late

Reporter

Public

Obituary

Hitler is Dead

Martin Luther King

TV audience of
2010

Speech

The Dream Revisited

Thomas Jefferson

Current Residents
of Virginia

Full page
newspaper ad

If I could Talk to You Now

Fractions

Whole numbers

Petition

To Be Considered A Part of
the Family

A word problem

Students in your
class

Set of directions

How to Get to Know Me

SESSION 2

Format based on the work of Doug Buehl cited in Teaching Reading in the Content Areas: If Not Me Then Who? , Billmeyer and Martin, 1998

Sample RAFT Strips

Role
Gingerbread Man
Squanto

Audience

Format

Topic

Our Class

Oral Response

I never should have listened
to the fox

Other Native
Americans

Pictographs

I can help the inept settlers
Here’s how it goes

Band Member

Other Band
Members

Demo Tape

Positive Numbers

Negative Numbers

Dating Ad

Opposites Attract

Rational Numbers

Irrational Numbers

Song

Must you go on forever?

Decimals

Fractions

Poem

Don’t you get my point?

Perimeter

Area

Diary Entry

How your shape affects me

Monet

Van Gogh

Letter

I wish you’d shed more light
on the subject!

Joan of Arc

Self

Soliloquy

To recant, or not to recant;
that is the question

Tree

Urban Sprawl

Editorial

My life is worth saving

Thoreau

Public of his day

Letter to the
Editor

Why I moved to the pond

Young Chromosome

Experienced
Chromosome

Children’s Book

What becomes of us in
mitosis?

First Grader

Kindergartner

Ad

What’s best about 1s t grade?

Grade 6
Social Studies RAFT
Students will:
Know:
Names and roles of groups in the feudal class system.
Understand:
Roles in the feudal system were interdependent.
A person’s role in the feudal system will shape his/her
perspective on events.
Be Able to Do:
Research
See events through varied perspectives
Share research & perspectives with peers
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Feudal System Raft
cont’d

Role

Audience

King

The Subjects

Knight

Squire

Lord

King

Serf

Animals

Monk

Masses

Lady

Pages

Format

Topic

Proclamation Read My Lips,
New Taxes
Job
Chivalry, Is it
Description
for You?
Contract
Let’s Make a
Deal
Lament Poem My So Called
Life
Illuminated
Do As I Say,
Manuscript
Not As I Do
Song
ABC, 123

Following the RAFT activity, students will share their research and perspectives in
mixed role groups of approximately five. Groups will have a “discussion agenda”
to guide their conversation.
-Kathryn Seaman

Biology: Cell Structure and Function

Know: Parts of cell & functions of each part
Understand: Cells contain specialized structures necessary for life.
Do: Explain f unction of each structure and relate to the organism as a
whole

Role

Audience

Format

Topic

Talk Show Host

TV Viewers

Interv iew

So, what makes
y ou tick?

Artist

Art Gallery
Owner

Exhibit Poster

Head Coach

Team Members

Starting Lineup

What’s worth
looking f or in
here?

Principal

Department
Heads

List of Duties

This department
is going to work!

Nucleus

Cell

Staf f Meeting
Top 10 List

What matters
most

Positions and
their role in the
game plan

Movie Time….
In Judy’ s Class, Look For:
Ways in which she differentiates in response
to student:
Readiness
Interest
Learning Profile,
Why you think she teaches as she does,
Your response to the video as a whole and/or to
a particular strategy she uses.
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You miss
100 percent
of the shots
you never
take.
Wayne Gretsky
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RELATED RESOURCES
Available from Hawker Brownlow Education

100216

101043

103107

105004

SOT8037

CO099X

102294

102293

108028

105005

697023

CO0736

108011

CO1163

HB3301

108029

610132

611019

609012

NM6118

608083

608082

608081

SOT2011

605138

504031

608050
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RELATED RESOURCES
Qty

Code

Title

Price

100216

Leadership for Differentiating Schools and Classrooms

$25.95

101043

How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-Ability Classrooms

$24.95

103107

Fulfilling the Promise of the Differentiated Classroom: Strategies and
Tools for Responsive Teaching

$27.95

105004

Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design

$25.95

105005

The Differentiated School: Making Revolutionary Changes in Teaching
and Learning

$32.95

608082

Differentiated Instruction in Action 2 Middle School DVD

$189.00

610132

Conversations

$179.00

102294

Differentiation in Practice: A Resource Guide for Differentiating Curriculum, Grades K–5

$25.95

102293

Differentiation in Practice: A Resource Guide for Differentiating
Curriculum, Grades 5-9

$32.95

NM6118

Differentiating Instruction CD

$40.00

608081

Differentiated Instruction in Action 1 Primary School DVD

$189.00

608050

Differentiated Instruction in Action Video Series DVD Three Disc Series

$439.00

108011

Leading and Managing a Differentiated Classroom

$30.95

CO1163

The Parallel Curriculum in the Classroom, Book 1 & 2 (Set)

$90.00

108028

Assessment and Student Success in a Differentiated Classroom

$32.95

611019

Differentiated Instruction and Curriculum Mapping DVD

SOT8037

Differentiation and the Brain: How Neuroscience Supports the Learner-Friendly Classroom

CO099X

Differentiation For Gifted And Talented Students

504031

Differentiated Instruction in Action CD-ROM

HB3301

Smart in the Middle Grades: Classrooms That Work for Bright Middle
Schoolers

Attention .............................................Order Number......................
Name of School................................................................................
Address............................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.................................................. State ....................P/Code............

$119.00
$39.95
$55.95
$199.00
$29.95

608083

Differentiated Instruction in Action 3 High School DVD

$189.00

697023

Differentiating Instruction DVD Set

$495.00

609012

Connecting Differentiated Instruction, Understanding by Design and What
Works in Schools: An Exploration of Research-Based Strategies (DVD)

$119.00

CO0736

The Parallel Curriculum: A Design to Develop High Potential and
Challenge High-Ability Learners (A Multimedia Kit)

$150.00

SOT2011

Defensible Differentiation: What Does It Take to Get It Right

$150.00

605138

The Common Sense of Differentiation: Facilitator’s Guide with DVD

$545.00

108029

The Differentiated Classroom: Responding To The Needs Of All Learners,
2nd Ed.

Country ...........................................................................................
Email:..............................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education
about future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount
into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card
in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements
we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm
sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and
return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

$29.95

Total (plus freight) $

To place an order, request a catalogue or find out more about our resources:
Call
1800 334 603
(03) 8558 2444

Fax
1800 150 445
(03) 8558 2400

Online
www.hbe.com.au

Mail
Hawker Brownlow Education
PO Box 580,
Moorabbin, VIC 3189

Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the first to find out about new releases from world-renowned
and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong focus on success
in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter at www.hbe.com.au.
Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

